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Abstract 

An approximation method for the determination of energy 
levels in quantum theory is discussed, which starts from 
a scaled set of eigenstates of a solvable model. It is 
shown, that the lowest approximation fulfills certain relations, 
which hold also exactly. The approximation is tested by 
comparison with numerically computed eigenvalues in several 
cases. The errors turn out to be moderate in most of these 
and depend very little on typical coupling constants. 
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1. Introduction 

For many practical applications numerical methods for the 
accurate calculation of energy eigenvalues In quantum mechanics 
are widely used. Sometimes one would prefer» however, a simple 
method, by means of which one may obtain quick Information on 
orders of magnitude, together with analytical expressions, 
which are simple enough to be used as an input for further 
studies. The method to be described below is of this tyoe. 
The basic idea - the use of a scaled set of elgenstates of 
some solvable hamlltonian - is not entirely newt it has been 
used in some special models as a starting point for numerical 
calculations. Here we shall consider this idea in a general 
context. We shall show, that a certain choice of the scaling 
parameter may be preferrablet some exact relations are then 
valid even in the lowest approximation and the scaling para
meter acts in fact as a (nonlinear) variational parameter. In 
order to obtain some information on the reliability we shall 
compare the results obtained In this approximation with 
results based on numerical integration of the Schrödinger 
equation for various models. 

2. Description of the method 

The method to be described can be used both for one-dimensional 
problems and problems with central symmetry. In order to deal 
with both cases we employ the usual Schrödinger scaling. We 
start from the Hamiltonlan 

with some appropriate scaling factor K. We use dimensionless 
dynamical variables p,q 

(2) tV P] • i 
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For one-dimensional problems we have 

(3«) Kn - P l / *=**<! / P K Ä ~ - P 

For problems with central symmetry we have 

.», »W- P'-^-P*^/ -*<,, i^i-p 
with the quantum number I of orbital angular momentum. 
The potential Is assumed to depend only on q In both cases. 
In order to formulate the method we consider another 
H ami 1 ton! an 

(4) ß * K* + U(<*) 

whose normalized eigenstates |n) and eigenvalues w 

(A-*«OK>= 0 , <t.|n> = 1 
are assumed to be known. In ref.[l} the harmonic oscillator 
potential has been used as "reference potential" W; the 
method Is extended here to other reference potentials. 
For central symmetry the states | n} may also depend on t t 
this dependence is suppressed in the notation used here. 

We consider the unitary operator 

(5) U(e) = t*p(eG) 

with a real parameter 0 and 

<*> G » - ^ ( P I * s p ) 
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It is observed, that 6 generates a scale transformation 

ir'w) F(P,R)U(») = F(«"VAt) 

Now we consider the states 

(7 ) K e > * U(e)|n> 

where 0 is allowed to depend on n (and C for central symmetry) • 
It has to be kept in mind, that the states (7) are normalised, 
but neither orthogonal nor complete for nontrivial dependence 
of 6 on n. The lowest approximation to the eigenvalue £ of h 
is defined by 

(8) £ * = <«,MhhA> 
where 0 i s a solution of the equation 

( 9 ) IL. <*v*|kK0> *o 

If this equation has several solutions, we have to select an 
appropriate one. Reality o f 8 0 i* clearly a necessary condition, 
In most applications we have found only one real solution. 
Higher approximations are found by perturbation theory with 

, I 0, v£ , Vi - M.> £?<*,e.l 

as perturbation term. The calculation has to be done for each 
level separately with individual 9 0<n) determined from equ.(9). 
Here we shall consider, however, only the lowest approximation. 
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3. Properties of the lowest approximation 

The special choice of 8 as parameter of a scale transformation 
(In contrast to other possible variational parameters) has 
favourable consequences and provides for simplifications, 
which we shall now study. 
By differentiation we obtain fron equ. (9) 

Thus we can use 

dO) 

instead of (9) as an equation for 8 . Evaluating the 
commutator using (6) and the commutation relations (2) we 
obtain 

„„ <«,e.l-iK* Mjij-I"'*> »o 

For exact eigenstates of h this is the vlrlal theorem. Thus 
we see, that our lowest approximation fulfills the virial 
theorem, which allows for reliable estimates of eigenvalues 
in many cases. 
Another useful property of the lowest approximation Js found, 
if we assume, that h depends on some parameter A 

(12) H(A) 

The parameter 8 depends on X in this case and the lowest 
eigenvalue contains \ both expllcltely via h and implicitely 
via 8t 
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E ? (a) * <*, **) I h (*) I *i, 6C*>> 
Differentiation with respect to % gives 

^ = <•, «* l£ K *»>> * g- & <"'8l >« M > 
The last term vanishes because of equ.(9), so that we obtain 

(», 3 r = <*' 8 ,&K 9> 
For exact elgenstates and eigenvalues this is the Hellmann-
Feynman-theorem. It should be observed, however, that we have 
used only equ.(9) and not (7) in this derivation: therefore (13) 
would hold for any other parameterization as well. 
The equations for the determination of 6 Q and the lowest 
eigenvalue can be rewritten using the formulae given 
above. Thus we may use 

e"» <*|V<*%.)* e"<4^'vVH?* 
(14) 

- 2 K - <«|Wh>) 

for the determination of 6_. With a solution of equ.(14) 
| we have 
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Therefore the lowest approxlMation amounts essentially to a 
computation of the diagonal element of V between elgenstates 
of h. For simple reference potentials this computation can be 
done analytically for a large class of potentials V. 
If H is chosen homogeneous 

(16) W * A<^ 

the virial theorem for h gives 

ei?» ^»-<«iwh> =-qfW. 

which provides for a further s impl i f icat ion. The factor A 
in equ.(16) can be taken unity without l o s s of general i ty , 
s ince i t can be absorbed in 0 . 

The c lose connection to a variational procedure i s 
established by another equivalent way to formulate the 
lowest approximation. Let <q|n> be a normalized e igen-
functlon of the Hamiltonlan ( 4 ) . The function 

(18) <<\\%&>> * «* W l * > 

with a constant (posi t ive) factor ©J and Jl * 1/2 (resp.3/2) 
in the one-dimensional (reap, spherically symmetric) case i s 
then a lso normalized. In terms of the scaled dynamical 

2 
variables q » c ( q r , p « p V a *• have \in^Pf#9'> *0c n K i n

( p ' q > 

and obtain 

Taking 
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this agrees with equ.(15). Therefore the lowest approximation 
can be considered as a variational approach with the trial 
function (18) and tf as variational parameter. This implies, 
that the energy of the exact ground state n « 0 is lower than 
the result obtained in first approximation by the present 
method. 

Finally we consider problems, in which V consists of a 
homogeneous potential (16) plus a perturbation 

(i9) v = w * 'XVj«) 

He try a Taylor expansion around % » o 

In order to compute the f i r s t term we have to solve equ.(14) 
with V = W. Using the relation (17) we obtain after a few 
elementary steps 

For the next term we use equ.(13) and obtain 

£?'(0) « <n|V,C<0ln> 
The third term i s found by differentiation of equ.(13). We 
have 

j ^ K W ) * u'(e)h>e'(») r Gkeci>>e' 
For <>,&(*)| we obtain the opposite sign, since U*(0) - U(-6) 
Therefore 

,„, i2^L » - e'oi) <«,ew| [G,V,(,)] K«»> 

Thus 
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C2D £?(*) = ^ 4 - A<n|\W)h> ^^-e ,(o)<n|[G /V4(«J]h>4-. 
JL 

For snail A our lowest approximation agrees therefore with 
the perturbation expansion at least up to first order in A , 
whenever an expansion in powers of "A is meaningful. 

4. Application to one-dimensional problems 

For these problems it seems natural to use the harmonic 
oscillator 

(22) W » « f , p « l , * « i | - 2**1 

The elgenstates are 

with the usual creation- and destruction operators 

It is worth noting, that the scale transformation generated 
by (6) 

(23) G * ^l a**- a*) 

corresponds to a transformation familiar from solid state 
physics (Bogoliubow, Prlmakoff, Holstein), which gives new 
ladder operators 

(24) I a 0(0) a IT'te) s acnde -ctMUB 
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so that the states (7) become 

(25) M>-(Wlu>>j=p ' Me)*«», tM>+]«l 

The matrix element in equs.(14)f (15) can be explicitely eva
luated for several potentials. An example is 

«26, VC,) * £ C , <,*" 
WIS© 

with 

(l-)! £ „h 

This result can be obtained using algebraic techniques for 
ladder operators. Equ.(14) becomes an algebraic equation 

20 of degree (s-tl) for e . The anharmonic oscillator containing 
the terms with m « 1,2 has been examined in ref.(1). The 

29 cubic equation for e has only one admissible root and the 
method has reproduced the exact eigenvalues (known from 
extensive numerical examination of the 8chrttdlnger equation) 
with small errors (<2t) for arbitrary (positive) coefficients 
C.,C2' Higher approximations according to equ.(10) reduce the 
error considerably. 
The extension to higher anharmonic terms is straightforward 
with the formulae given above. As long as all coefficients 
Cn are non-negative/ there is always only one admissible 
root e °, since the matrix element (27) is positive. 
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Here we shall concentrate on the example 

(29) V= ±ji<T%%t\* e>k>o , i>o,£>o 

The upper sign corresponds to some anharmonic oscillator, 
the lower one to a double well. For both siqns we have only one 
admissible root. With 

(3o. K(i.,t)» (»'X)/cs^ , Cto)rkS v , / W J ) ,Cfr, iM 

26 the equation for a = e reads 

(,„ ft««*» K ( U | » C O 

The lowest approximation for the eigenvalues is 

.(4 
(32) 

Scaling u and >, we obtain by elementary methods 

(33) 

which is valid also for the exact eigenvalues (see e.g. (2) 
for k«1j the extension is trivial). Thus our approximation 
reproduces also those analyticity properties with respect 
to the coupling constant, which are a consequence of relation 
(33). 
In order to arrive at expansions for large resp. small 
coupling we have to solve equ.(31) iteratlvely. For large 
X/small [i we obtain 
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- .^ (^[ • •^er - * - ] 
For the opposite situation smallX /largeu the two signs 
of |i must be investigated separately. For the oscillator 
the bracket on the r.h.s of equ. (31) assumes small values 
(a approaches a constant). He obtain 

For the double well the bracket does not vanish because 
of a>0. We have to iterate for large a and obtain 

(35b) E!.c«[-'^(^r*(^ H 
It is evident, that the expansion (21) is not allowed for 
the double well. 
Extensive and accurate numerical results are available 
for the sextic oscillator and double-well [3] and for the 
quartic double-well [4]. We have compared the results of formula 
(32) with these. For the sextlc oscillator (k*1, 1-3, M=»+D the 
error amounts again a few percent in a large region of X 
and n. Even for the extreme value X » 10 (where one would 
not trust naively any approximation based on the harmonic 
oscillator) the error is only 6*6% for n-0 and 4*3% for n«1. 

-3 4 
For 2 <. n iL 39 the error is smaller than 2*6% for 10 < X i 10 
This Is probably due to the scaling properties (11) resp.(33) 
of our approximation. For the quartlc double-well (k«1, 1*2, 
u« -1) and its sextic counterpart (k»1, 1*3, u —1) the 
relative errors amount to a few percent for X > 1 ami n > 0. 
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For the ground state with ft = 1 the error is 71 for the 
quartlc and 14% for the sextic well. In general» the error 
becomes smaller with growing n and ft. The approximation be
comes unreliable for smaller values of ft. In particular the 
negative eigenvalues (i.e. those, which are situated below 
the central peak of the well, which corresponds to £ = 0 here) 
are reproduced with large errors. 

Some Information is still contained in our formula even on 
the negative levels. Since very little is known exactly on 
double-well potentials, this information may give some hints, 
even if it is not very accurate. We can look, for which value 
ft"A0(n) the n eigenvalue (32) assumes zero. Setting the 
bracket in the last form (32) equal to zero and Inserting the 
corresponding value of cc into equ.(31) we obtain 

(36) ^ M ' (MOS* LkCtM) J 

Since the eigenvalues decrease with ft, we may state, that 
for ft<A (0) one level (n » 0) is situated below the central 
peak (i.e. inside the double well), forft<ft(1) two levels 
(n • 0,1) etc. Since the exact eigenvalue for the ground state 
is lower than the approximative one, ftQ(0) is an exact upper 
bound on the value of the coupling constant, for which the 
ground state lies inside the well. The other values ft (n) 
are probably only useful for rough estimates. 

5. Application to problems with central symmetry 

For problems with central symmetry one may choose Coulomb 
elgenstates as a basis for the method. In this case we have 

(37) Ws-l/q , f>"^f ^«-Vtl* 
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f 
The elgenstates are represented by 

Here L denotes the Laguerre polynomials and the Integers 
n,t are restricted by n > 1 + 1 , 1 « 0,1,2,... . The crucial 
matrix element is 

.3,, feclVbAh». ££* I'»^^"1C»V(?e») 
Iti pi*!)1. J * 

which can again be evaluated explicltely for a class of 
potentials« results for exponential dependence (Yukawa 
type potential) can e.g. be found in ref.15]. For powers 
of q it is simpler to use recurrence relations of the 
Laguerre polynomials and their orthogonality properties. 

Here we shall consider »m a simple example the "funnel" 
potential 

(40) Vfo) * *«| - 0-*)<f' 
which is used as a phenomenological potential for quark-
anti-quark bound states. In this case we obtain 

(-ID fi1 <«.,e|V(ie»)Ke> » Ae*-ft-*)!" 0 

with 

(42, A - A.tf(w-«M) 
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He obtain a cubic equation for y = e" 

(43) A ^ * • (4-*)«J - 2 =0 

In terms of its (only) real solution the lowest approximation 
for the eigenvalues is 

™ C - I ' -^ lyW 
For small ft this agrees with perturbation theory because of 
equ.(21). For ft « 1 we obtain the expansion 

We have compared the results of formula (44) for the lowest 
six levels I f 1 4 n ^ 1 + 6 with 0 ^ ( ( 5 in the range 
O.I 4ft ^ 0.9 with exact results on the level sequence 161 
and with results of numerical calculations. Our formula 
reproduces the sequence 

£« < £» < £» < £.• < £ i r < £« < fiF < £»<•••• 
the inequality 

is fulfilled and the energy difference between the second 
and first eigenvalue £ 2(C) ~ £jtl) decreases with growing! , 
always throughout the range in ft considered. In comparison 
with numerically calculated eigenvaluesf71 the relative 
error depends very little on ft, so that the dependence of 
individual eigenvalues on the coupling is reproduced rather 
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accurately. The magnitude of the relative error depends, 
however, on the quantum numbers. The worst results were ob
tained for the S-states (C * 0), where we have found errors 
of 6-9% and in one case (n « 1, £ - 0, ft « 0.1) even 13%. 
For the other states the error is smaller and decreases with 
growing t. The first term in equ.(45) (i.e. the asymptotic 
formula for ft » 1) gives, however, wrong resultst all eigen
values turn out too large in comparison with the numerical 
results. The Inequality given above remains valid, however, 
and the level sequence is obeyed with exception off,- * £ 1 p 

The difference between the second and the first level with 
given t increases slightly with t and shows thus a wrong 
tendency. Thus our approximation is not reliable for ft very 
close to 1. This is to be expected, since we have used 
Coulomb eigenfunctions, which are certainly not appropriate 
for a potential differing so radically from 1/q as (40) 
does for ̂  • 1. It is remarkable enough, that the 
approximation works for ft - 0.9. 

6. Conclusion 

In most of the cases studied the approximation discussed 
here has turned out reasonable in the sense, that the eigen
values are reproduced with moderate errors. The most 
important aspect is in our opinion, that the errors are to a 
considerable extent independent of typical coupling constants, 
so that the approximation is neither of the weak, nor of the 
strong coupling type. This property is plausible, since some 
exact relations are fulfilled already in the lowest approximation. 
This approximation can be used as starting point for further 
studies, since explicite analytical expressions can be found 
in many cases. Some caution on the reliability is still appropriate, 
however, since we have only tested eigenvalues and not eigen-
functions. The problem of higher approximations in a systematic 
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treatment has not been considered here. For the one-dimensional 
cases studied in section 4 such a scheme can be constructed 
algebraically: this has been done in ref.ll] for the quartic 
anharmonic oscillator and has improved the accuracy considerably; 
a generalization is straightforward, but simplicity is of 
course lost. For spherically symmetric problems higher approxi
mations are all but evident. Whether the basic idea of our 
method can be extended successfully to problems with continuous 
spectra and/or more degrees of freedom remains an open 
problem. 

The authors are indebted to H.Grosse and F.Gesztesy for 
helpful discussions. 
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